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Short Description

Alphacool combined with the new series of graphics card coolers, the benefits of the development site in Germany with the cheap
production in China. Years of experience in-house Alphacool research and development department is reflected in such high-
quality, sophisticated graphics card coolers.

Description

Alphacool combined with the new series of graphics card coolers, the benefits of the development site in Germany with the cheap
production in China. Years of experience in-house Alphacool research and development department is reflected in such high-
quality, sophisticated graphics card coolers. 

Features

The results speak for themselves:

Weight: Through an optimized base and lid structure, about saving 200Gramm and the complete cooling has become a 757
gram featherweight.

Channel structure: Despite its light weight covers all relevant areas of the heat from the graphics card water cooler and
cooled. In the area of the chip, the cooler has a channel structure with a residual base thickness of less than 1mm and
sensational narrow slits of 0.8 mm. This allows for extreme overclocking performance

Flow: The channel structure and the slot structure were optimized so that a maximum flow rate is achieved.

Materials: The base is made of very conductive copper of high purity, so that the heat transfer can be made possible by the
graphics card to the water

Mounting compatibility: Due to the low height of the radiator of only 6mm, there are no conflicts with legends about graphics
cards. It can thus also directly superimposed graphics card slots are operated and cooled.

SLI-Ready: With the 4 connection threads can also be multiple graphics card cooler than be combined for example with SLI
connectors.
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Design: Alphacool has come a new way in which it is possible through different stainless steel cover plates in 5 different
Finnishs a custom design. The cooler is available in: black (brushed / polished), silver (brushed / polished) and polished copper.

In addition to the supplied mounting screws are also included thermal pads and paste. This does not add anything more to be
ordered. A multilingual (German, English, French) installation instructions and tools allow easy installation of the cooler.

And the best for last:
The cooler comes vacuum-packed. Firstly, we make visible so that the radiator is brand new and has not started due to storage.
Another, not insignificant, point, the various special editions. The layout of the cooler is shown in the gallery. Nevertheless, the
cooler before it is removed from the protective film, to be temporarily put on the map to ensure compatibility. Then, if the
cooler does not fit really should, you can send us the cooler and get back in unopened vacuum package, the purchase price of
100% refund!

Specifications

Specifications:

Material: copper, stainless steel

Dimensions (L x W x H): 185 x 124 x 6 mm (or 17mm at the terminals)

Weight: about 757g

Connection thread: 4x full ¼ inch SLI / Crossfire capable

Compatible with ATI 7970 and 7950 graphics cards in reference layout

Delivery:

1x Cooler

Thermal pad

Thermal Compound

Mounting hardware

2x ¼ inch plugs

multilingual (German, English, French) Installation instructions

The installation instructions can be downloaded here HD79xx and HD7970.

Note: supplied without graphics card!
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-11049-D

Weight 3.0000

Color Silver

Vga AMD 7XXX

Block GPU Type AMD

Block Style Copper

Special Price $14.99


